
Marketing Cloud for Nonprofits
Connect to Constituents at the Right Time with 
the Right Message

With the dawn of social media, the popularity of mobile devices and apps, and the increased competition in the nonprofit 

sector, organizations are forced to think differently about how they engage with their constituents. Whether it be attracting 

new prospects, retaining existing donors, communicating to funders the effectiveness of your programs, or providing 

updates to program participants, nonprofits have to be more strategic about how they communicate than ever before. 

Enter the Salesforce Marketing Cloud, a solution that enables you to get to know your audience and engage on their terms. 

Putting the constituent at the center, the Marketing Cloud turns their interactions with your organization into actionable 

data. Create personalized journeys at a mass scale and trigger messages automatically based on their activity so you create 

stronger relationships while saving precious staff time. Finally get a handle on social media and listen, engage, and analyze 

the conversations that are happening about and around your mission. With the reporting capabilities, you can see which 

campaigns are the most successful so you improve your communications with every touch point. 

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR SOLUTIONS FOR MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS >
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Email Marketing – Email is at the heart of many nonprofits’ 

communications and engagement strategies; make sure 

you’re getting the most out of your efforts with the 

Salesforce Marketing Cloud. Take every constituent on a 1:1 

journey by building personalized emails that trigger timely 

messages based on real-time behavior automatically 

creating great staff efficiencies. Optimize deliverability with 

email authentication and SPAM analysis.

Segmentation – Filter data to create highly targeted 

segments. Create a single view of every constituent with 

real-time data from any source: CRM, legacy databases, 

web analytics, social & more. Configure segments with 

drag-and-drop tools. Target segments based on current 

attributes & predicted behaviors.

Journey Builder – Create 1:1 journeys at scale. Design & 

automate cross-channel journeys on email, mobile, ads, 

web & devices. Visualize every touchpoint on one screen. 

Use real-time behaviors to trigger sends & actions. Test 

variations of content, channel, timing & frequency.
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Dynamic and Predictive Content – Send the perfect message 

by building one email that adapts its content to each recipient’s 

attributes & preferences. Insert dynamic content blocks into 

emails to deliver different images & text to different types of 

constituents. Offer personalized recommendations & suggested 

next steps based on predictive intelligence.

Marketing Analytics – Drive results with data-driven strategies. 

Measure the impact & ROI of marketing efforts. Report on the 

metrics that matter: opens, clicks, unsubscribes, conversion, 

engagement over time, performance by day and much more. 

Monitor campaign performance in real time. Track web behavior 

to optimize the user experience. Use A/B testing to find the 

most effective messages.

Social Engagement – Social will help you foster 1-to-1 

engagement and give you the power to build long-lasting 

relationships with more people. Salesforce allows you to listen, 

engage, and drive the conversations that are shaping your cause.
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Partner Ecosystem – Whether you plan to use Salesforce for 

Nonprofits to deliver better programs and services, engage and

strengthen your community, or deliver funding to strategic 

organizations, there are partners who are ready to help plan and 

implement Salesforce and customize it to meet your unique needs.

 CHECK OUT OUR PARTNERS >

Mobile Apps – The Salesforce Platform accelerates mobile app 

development. Anything you’ve built on Salesforce can be mobile – 

instantly – no code required. Our 100% cloud platform and 

powerful APIs help you develop supporter-facing apps that can allow 

you to connect with and raise more from your supporters.

Power of US Hub – Leverage a thriving community of other 

nonprofits on the same journey. The Power of Us Hub is a nonprofit 

community with over 30,000 users answering questions and sharing 

best practices to the tune of over 6,000 posts per month. 99% of 

questions posted get answered.

Additional Resources & Support
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http://www.salesforce.org/nonprofit/find-partner/


CUSTOMER SUCCESS

United Way is the largest charity in the US and one of the most recognizable nonprofits 

in the world. The Denver chapter, known as Mile High United Way, is where it all started 

some 128 years ago. Today, Mile High continues to be a leader and innovator among the 

world’s 1,800 United Way chapters. It uses Marketing Cloud for all email 

communications. Mile High’s development team can segment its donors and prospects 

based on the issues they care about and send different targeted messages to all of these 

segments. Using built-in A/B testing tools, Mile High launched a highly successful email 

series targeting donors who made a gift the previous year. Donors that received that 

email series are retaining 6% higher than those that didn’t, and they’re giving 49% more.

“Marketing Cloud has really helped us get 
communications out at a larger scale, so that we can 
cultivate relationships in the same way we would with 
face-to-face interactions.”

Nicole Adair 

Senior Director of Development Operations & Donor Communications
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Ready to communicate more effectively than 
ever before?

LEARN MORE AT SALESFORCE.ORG/NONPROFIT/COMMUNICATE >

http://www.salesforce.org/nonprofit/communicate/


TO LEARN MORE VISIT SALESFORCE.ORG  >

http://www.salesforce.org/
http://www.salesforce.org/

